A few of my Justseeds faves:

- **Josh MacPhee** is a printmaker, curator, writer, and activist who uses art to inject protest politics into public discourse. Celebrate People’s History is a fantastic project that works well for integrated curriculum
- **Favianna Rodriguez** is a Latina artists who does work connected to immigration, gender, and reproductive rights. [http://diversityarts.stanford.edu/blog/favianna-rodriguez-teaches-show-me-your-papers-printmaking-social-justice](http://diversityarts.stanford.edu/blog/favianna-rodriguez-teaches-show-me-your-papers-printmaking-social-justice)
- **Nicolas Lampert** [http://justseeds.org/artists/nicolas_lampert/](http://justseeds.org/artists/nicolas_lampert/). Local kick ass artist (we used his screens tonight) who is also part of Justseeds

### AP Central


**Mixing History with Practice**

This lesson is dedicated to introducing the long historical roots of printmaking as a social force through a study of the history of the Taller de Grafica Popular (Workshop for Popular Art) during the mid-twentieth century in Mexico
The Center for the Study of Political Graphics is an expansive visual art resource and historical archive located in Los Angeles, California.

http://www.politicalgraphics.org/
https://www.facebook.com/cspg.poster.archive

A site dedicated to social commentary through graphic imagery by artists working from the turn of the 20th Century to the present, with related bibliographic and biographic data. http://graphicwitness.org/ineye/about.htm

http://beehivecollective.org/en/

"The Beehive Design Collective is a wildly motivated, all-volunteer, activist arts collective dedicated to “cross-pollinating the grassroots” by creating collaborative, anti-copyright images for use as educational and organizing tools. We work as word-to-image translators of complex global stories, shared with us through conversations with affected communities."

Amos Kennedy

Letterpress prints http://kennedyprints.com/

There is a range of topics on Amos’ mind...some of them are connected to social justice